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Welcome to another jam packed issue full of news,
views and all things musical.  I always think that the
arrival of a new term brings with it a rich tapestry of
new and exciting experiences and this term did not
disappoint.

Our first engagement was a rather poignant and
emotional occasion, as we were privileged to gather
together and celebrate the life of our dear friend
and former President Bryan Shaw.

Next we turned our attention to the Annual General
Meeting which as usual attracted a good number of
members. For those who missed it, reports from our
Chairman and Musical Director are included in full.

Lastly the Amicis saw the culmination of months of
meticulous planning, hard work and some truly
wonderful music making as we took Gibraltar by
storm.

This edition is bursting with a wonderful selection of
photographs, memories, anecdotes and poetry
which are all testament to the spirit of the Amici
Singers and I would like to thank each and every
one of you for your contributions.  Without you, this
newsletter really would not be possible.

Lastly, what Amici News would be complete without
the ever popular selection of brainteasers? So grab
a ‘cuppa’, sit back and relax while you look back on
our most recent adventures.

Happy reading!

I am writing this in the latter part of the month
of June – outside it’s dull, it’s none too warm
and it’s raining heavily! However, I don’t think
the weather today is a reflection on our last
Amici year which in itself, in my opinion, has
been anything but dull, even though it may
have been rather wet for some people who
went Dolphin watching in Gibraltar!

I outlined most of the choir’s activities for the
last year in my AGM report which appears
elsewhere in this Amici News and there have
been other reports recounting our various
concerts and away trips written by other
people, so I won’t add anything more. What I
do want to say is how much Douglas, the
Committee, and I in particular, value the
support of all our members who turn out every
Thursday evening, rain or shine, to rehearse
and make the choir what it is. A strong
commitment to rehearsals can only make for a
strong and successful choir and I hope that is
what we have. I had an email from a member
just this morning who said: “I feel that The
Amicis are more than just a choir, it’s more like
a family” – and that’s not a bad sentiment. So I
hope we can carry on and have a successful
concert on 2nd July, enjoy a well-earned
summer break and be ready to carry on with
renewed enthusiasm and energy when we
meet again on 8th September.

  With best wishes.   Anne

Who’s Who
1st Sopranos
Section Leader:  Rosemary Chapman
Deputy Leader:  Karen Love

2nd Sopranos
Section Leader:  Lesley Hammadani
Deputy Leader:  Barbara Hazell

Altos
Section Leader:  Julie Brooke
Deputy Leader:  Anne Bunker

Absence Reporting
In order to help you better, please note that
from now on, if your section leader knows she
will be absent from a rehearsal, it will be
announced the week before.

In those circumstances, please contact your
deputy section leader if you are unable to
make a rehearsal.  You should have their
contact details already - if in doubt, please ask.

Thank you.

 Chairman’s AddressA note from your Editor
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The Smithers On Tour With The Amici Singers
Part II: Gibraltar

The view from the hotel was wonderful! The Rock, highlighted in the orange evening
sun. The heat expected but somehow surprising and now totally relaxing. The truth
was, we all desperately needed a break; from work, the ‘work/life imbalance’, ‘Dad’s
taxi’ and school, in Maddie and Ollie’s case. We had been looking forward to this
since it was first mentioned after our brilliant time in Quedlinberg. Not just the
location but a return to the great fun we had being part of the Amici tour, part of a
group of lovely talented people. We had some guilt at leaving Vicky behind to cope
with her exams but Grandma was there to spoil her!

The journey had been brilliant, with the meeting of our Amici friends and the excited
chatter on the coach. The wet, cold start in Biggleswade didn’t dampen our spirits!
Everyone, as usual, was so lovely and welcoming to us, “You’re part of the Amicis
now you know” we were told with a big grin. I have to say we really did feel like that
and I quite liked the term “Official Hangers On” that Peter, Roger and I banded
about!

That first day I think was quite a long one for the ‘workers’, two sets of rehearsals,
although from what I have seen of Douglas’s sessions these are great fun but still
hard work. For us it was different, after a very cheerful breakfast we familiarised
ourselves with the streets getting a feel for the island. The feel was very Spanish
which we all loved, tapas bars, souvenir shops, a million revving scooters and the
organised chaos of the roads. Yet the signs were British, Police not Policía and
everyone spoke English. A strange but pleasing mix of Spanish, English and North
African who were pro-British and wanted to remain in the EU!
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As in Quedlinberg, I was moved a number of times during the trip. Well, I was moved
to hysterical laughter on the dolphin safari! All of us ‘keenies’ sat at the front of the
boat, the water looked calm and the sun was shining. We hadn’t banked on heading
straight into the bow wave of a passing medium-sized ship. I now understand the
phrase “soaked to your underwear”! Kate came off worst (picture below not really
doing her justice). I breathed in at the wrong moment, Ollie looked shocked then
burst into laughter when he saw Kate. Others were prepared!!!

The other moment of true hilarity came was when there was a bit of an ‘end of tour’
mentality on the bus on the way back from seeing St. Michael’s Cave and the
Barbary Apes. There was a sedate scrum to ‘bag’ the back seats and when the
driver started his island tour commentary, gossiping and giggling broke out. I’m sure
I’m old enough to understand sniggering at words like ‘anchor’ and why the shape of
one particular stalagmite in the cave caused such amusement! Apparently, Gibraltar
has a unique sub-species of pheasant, with different coloured legs to those in
Europe. Europe’s have orange legs but according to Barbara’s interpretation, the
Gibraltar bird has one orange leg and one pink! What I love about the Amicis
happened next, it’s not enough to say thank you to the driver for an excellent trip,
they sang to him! Brilliant!

The concert at the Convent ballroom was moving too but in a different way. The
audience didn’t sit in the front rows, so Ollie, Maddie and I sat at the front with a brief
to take some photos. The accompanists took their positions and with them, two local
‘young men’. It was a delight to see them chatting,smiling and laughing with Brian
and the others and then proceeded to play wonderful music. Apparently they had
walked across the border from Spain to play in the concert. I wondered nervously, if
the sound of the choir wouldn’t quite affect me as it had like the epiphany of
Quedlinberg. Well of course it did! The sound of the choir with the accompaniment
was amazing, the audience thought so too. They were desperate to applaud during
the Missa Brevis, as indeed have been other audiences I’ve been part of. There
were three ladies of mature years sitting together who must have sung with the choir
for every Gershwin song! They were great! The moment I will cherish always came
next, both children were loving the concert and trying to catch Mum’s eye but when
Douglas sat down during the Gershwin number, Ollie took it upon himself to stand up
and conduct! Thankfully he was at the side of the dance hall; he has been known to
take centre stage before! So not only was I moved by the music and the

AfterBefore
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performance of all the accompanists, it was the response of the audience, etched in
their faces that really touched me. Some ‘listeners’ clearly knew what to expect but
others certainly didn’t. The numbers may have been down slightly because of a
clash of events but without exception, young and old, they absolutely loved it!

Then of course there were the series of workshops. This was hard work for both the
choir and the indefatigable Douglas and Carol. Three different schools, three
workshops, three different sets of children with different educational philosophies. It
started with a sedate route march which in itself was fun. I am always amazed by
Douglas’s ability to capture the attention and enthusiasm of the children, we left each
school with the feeling that some good had been done yet again by the Amicis.

The last of the schools was perhaps the most raucous but it seemed that was just
enthusiasm and, of course, well controlled by Douglas. The teachers’ and children’s
reaction at the end was a pleasure to witness. After a well deserved ice-cream with
Peter and Jay we sauntered back to the hotel when I realised I had left my camera
by the window of the cafe, worried I had lost all of the photos let alone the camera.
This was an impromptu training session as I ran for all my worth through the streets,
I’ve still got that sidestep from my rugby days! But perhaps not the lungs! Luckily it
was still there and as you can see I still have the photos.

Nick Smithers

Before
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The Amici Singers were honoured to have
been invited to travel to the delightful village of
Pitsford to sing with a small orchestral
ensemble at a concert to celebrate the life of
our past President and oboist, Bryan Shaw,
who, sadly, passed away last year.

The concert took place in the beautiful village
church, which was surrounded by an
immaculately kept churchyard where Bryan’s
grave and headstone were situated overlooking
a wonderful panoramic view of the surrounding
countryside.

The afternoon was spent rehearsing with the
orchestra in the church, during which there
were a number of poignant moments for many
of us, particularly when Julie was presented
with a suitably decorated cake and a music
folder from the choir containing a copy of the
score of ‘For Bryan’, which was specially
composed by Douglas, and also his
arrangement of ‘Gabriel’s Oboe’.

On a lighter note – if Douglas queries our mf
in future we can now say we were singing a
Pitsford mf rather than a Biggleswade mf!!

During a mid-afternoon tea break we were
able to walk round and appreciate the
churchyard and have a look at the headstone
where we would be gathering later – some of
us even found a moment to bask in the
Sunshine!

Following the rehearsal we were all treated to
an excellent tea at the village hall, with an
opportunity to sample a slice of the delicious
cake, before changing into our concert
uniform and returning to the church for the
concert.

Julian’s reading of the poem ‘For Bryan’ set
the mood for the concert and we sang through
the programme amidst a highly charged
atmosphere with emotions ranging from joy to

sadness running through the performance.
The sound of the oboe playing, particularly the
last held note of ‘For Bryan’ was  especially
beautiful and poignant.  To close the concert,
Julian had subtly altered a few words of the
poem and delivered the reading with a much
more positive emphasis in  order to convey
the thought that Bryan is still with us in spirit.

At the close of the concert, choir, ensemble
members and audience all went into the
churchyard to gather round Bryan’s grave.
We sang the Celtic blessing, ‘Deep Peace’
with a backdrop of the setting sun and the
moon shining high in the sky and
accompanied by the sound of the evening
birdsong – even the wind had dropped and all
was still.

The final benediction by the minister created
the perfect end to the proceedings and left us
all with the feeling that the reed is sounding
still.

By Molina Pettet
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Madame Chairman and Friends, I had intended to give a different report to the one I’m now going to
give.  This was brought about by two main things – first Anne saying that this was the 38th AGM and
secondly that reminded me that someone recently said “I bet you never thought that the choir would
last this long or that you would still be the conductor.  That without doubt is true – never did I imagine
after all this time that I would be still here – and that some of you would still be here as well.

When the Amicis started, right from the outset I wanted to create something a bit different for a
women’s choir.  I was determined that I would try to give the choir musical opportunities and musical
experiences that most choirs, let alone a women’s choir ever attain.  The majority of choirs just perform
in their locale or go away from home base occasionally.

So one of my important aims was to get the choir performing in different areas and situations, in the UK
and abroad, allowing the choir to be heard by different audiences, not just a home audience who can be
forgiving and sometimes, unintentionally, patronizing. I shall never forget how I got the choir to go to
America for the first time.  In a committee meeting a member said to me that Carole and I were always
going to the States so why not take us with you.  I said that if you wanted to go we’ll arrange it.  Many
realized that I was serious and negative replies were soon offered such as “we couldn’t possibly leave
our husbands, our children, our families.” All I said in reply was that if you were a male voice choir you
would not even consider these reasons.” And that did the trick.  When we sing abroad in particular I
always have the attitude that we are representing the UK.  That immediately puts pressure on the choir
and me to produce the best possible standard.  The audiences can be very critical so we have to be at the
very least good.

Another of my aims was to really expand the repertoire for women’s voices. In the last part of the last
century and into the 21st this has happened through the efforts of a number of composers.  I like to think
that I have helped and many of the works that I have composed and arranged for the Amicis have been
published and performed in many countries throughout the world. I shall never forget at a conference in
the USA in which Carole was exhibiting, a couple of Black American ladies looked at copies of Rocky,
Rocky Road, Wade in the water and What month was Jesus born? After studying the music one of them
exclaimed: “Say, this Coombes must be a black guy!”  Every piece of music that I write for you and is
subsequently published has the Amici name in the dedication and more than once someone has
remarked that this Amici choir must be good.

Another aim has been to always challenge the choir and give as wide a variety of styles as possible, to
extend their capabilities as it were.  Sometimes I have failed and occasionally have had to withdraw
music because it was not working.  Sometimes however I have reintroduced the music and we have got
it.

At the very start of the choir we had auditions but after a few years this was scrapped as it was
becoming difficult to get new members.  So we are now a non-auditioned choir and we must always
remember this.  I know that in the past some have had a few words about a singer which is always
discussed in committee, but we must not forget that if we accept a non-auditioned policy then we have
to tread carefully.  There has been a natural culling policy and some have left because they just cannot
cope.  A few have left after attending a special meeting with some members of the committee to see
what help can be given.  By that stage often a singer realizes that they are not able to sing to a required
standard and leave – but it is a path that has to be taken carefully. Linked with this, of course, is the aging
voice and the difficult problem of knowing when for example the voice is not as it was.  It may be a first
soprano who has lost some of the top notes and should really move to second soprano or alto.  It does
demand honesty and some have made that move. Some have retired; a few do not want to admit
anything or want to change.  All I would say is who are you putting first – yourself or the choir, is there
any give and take or is it all take? I apply this criterion to myself as well.  As I mentioned in a recent letter
to you all I cannot go on forever and I hope that I know and accept the end but not the end of the choir –
that for me would be devastating.
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Another aim has been to always try and get the choir to work with professional instrumentalists, singers
and ensembles.  I know what it can do for a choir and it has worked wonders.

Another aim was to make the choir as democratic as possible with a committee that is elected every year as
well as the post of Music Director.  I know some of you laugh when I mention about voting for an M.D. but I
believe that those who do laugh do not fully understand the situation; I have always been serious about this
point.  You have every right to choose whoever you want to be M.D. and I would not want it any other way.

Along the way we had done many wonderful and adventurous things - performing in the USA, France,
Belgium and Germany, always managing to attain critical acclaim.  We have sung in different places in the
UK and sung evensong in Norwich Cathedral and Tewkesbury Abbey, but for now I want to go to the other
end of the spectrum – moments of sadness especially when we have sung at funerals of singers, husbands
and friends.  One of the most difficult situations occurred while on tour in the USA.  News came through
that one of the husbands had suddenly died. It meant getting his wife on a flight straightaway to return
home.  In those days there was the People’s Express which meant first come first serve.  We managed to
get her first on board as we had her in a wheel chair and she was allowed on first. She flew back with
another singer for company – but it was tough breaking the news to her.  Then there was singing at ground
zero – an emotional experience and then last weekend at Bryan Shaw’s concert.  I can tell you now that
that was the most difficult concert I have known and part of that difficulty was not showing it to you.  We
all have our own memories and thoughts but I was proud to have shared that with you and I thank-you for
this privilege.  Incidentally the folders looked splendid- thank-you Kate and to Carole for the design.  Now
for many we have Gibraltar coming up and once again we have to prove ourselves to a new audience – that
is the challenge and that is the thrill.

There is one point that I wish to raise and that concerns rehearsals. From time to time someone privately
comes to me or the committee and complains of someone talking at inappropriate times.  I am happy to
tackle this but really it is the section leader’s role, just as it is their role to chase members in their section
who do not send apologies for non-attendance. That is not the role of the M.D.  Another point I want to
stress is seating at rehearsals.  No one has a special place or a regular seat.  I have explained this a number
of times and I am not going to repeat this but if you do not like or agree with this then I do not have to spell
out what course of action you need to take.  As I said a moment ago, being a member of an organization
means give and take and not all take.

Since last year we have had some new members and I am really thrilled and delighted how they have
quickly settled in and already made their mark. With that in mind please keep talking about the choir and
keep trying to find new members.  Yes, I know it’s hard but don’t give up.  And are you one of the few who
has not yet brought anyone along?  If so try and break your record.

This had been a very different report. In fact it is not a report really but a series of musings. But there is one
traditional part of such a report from which I am not going to deviate; and that is to thank the committee.
The Amicis, right from the start, have been fortunate to have had a succession of excellent chairmen.  Anne
has continued that line and works incredibly hard with the rest of the committee and with me.  Interestingly
when someone questions say an arrangement for a visit, I have yet to hear a question that Anne and the
committee has not thoroughly discussed – such is her thoroughness and that of the committee. I hope that
the committee will forgive me not mentioning them by name but I would be grateful if you would all stand
up so that we can show our appreciation.

We have plenty to look forward to – a lighter kind of Christmas concert and possibly going to Ireland next
year.  Ronnie suggested that we should take with us the Irish Folk Song Suite we did a few years back.  I
reminded myself of it recently and I have bad news for you – it includes The Leprechaun! Then we have our
40th year in 2018 to plan – and so it goes on.

And that’s it for now – if you have any questions, comments or thoughts I shall be happy to deal with them
now – Thank-you.
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Chairman’s Report

Welcome to the 38th AGM of The Amici Singers

Since our AGM in May last year, the choir has continued to flourish, with membership currently standing
at 54.  This is exactly the same number as last year, although some members left for various reasons,
and we welcomed new members to take their place.  Having said that, membership is not closed, so
please continue to encourage your friends, relatives and colleagues to come along and ‘give us a try’
with no obligation.

The committee, as usual, has worked very hard over the last year, meeting 5 times to discuss and carry
out choir business and to organise and arrange various Amici concerts and events.

The first choir event was held only two days after the AGM last year, on 16th May.  A conducting day
was held at Trinity Methodist Church when visiting conductors had the opportunity to work with Douglas
before rehearsing the choir in the afternoon and then conducting the choir under concert conditions in
the evening in front of an audience.  It was unfortunate that two of the participants had to withdraw at
short notice, but the remaining four people, one of whom did not read music and had never conducted
before acquitted themselves well.  There was the usual ‘bring and share’ tea provided by choir members,
and refreshments after the concert were kindly provided by the members of Trinity Methodist Church.

Just ten days later, a party of singers and loved ones made a return 4 day visit to Quedlinburg starting on
26th May.  As with the first trip to QLB, the arrangements didn’t exactly run smoothly in that the log cabin
accommodation we’d hoped to return to was unavailable (they had ‘double booked’) and so alternative
accommodation had to be found.  I was fortunate to be able to go to Germany with Ronnie and Bill White
and a party of Sandy Rotarians during which time we found ‘Harz Residenz’ a lovely hotel in the Harz
mountains which was subsequently booked.  The choir took over the whole hotel for the four days, and a
few other members stayed in nearby accommodation and joined us for meals.  It was again a very
memorable trip with some wonderful musical experiences as well as a lot of social enjoyment.

Our President, Brian Mack joined us and it was a pleasure to hear his viola playing, together with Robert
Brooke’s cello in some of the arrangements we sang.  I would like, on behalf of the choir, to record huge
thanks to Ronnie and Bill White who organised this visit for us.  And as with previous trips, may I suggest
you read Elizabeth Gammell’s diary if you haven’t already done so – you can find it in ‘AmiciNews’ on the
website.

Barely two weeks later on 13th June, the Amicis were on the move again, this time to Lytham St Annes,
at the invitation of an old college friend of Douglas’ to perform a joint concert with the Lytham St Annes
Choral Society in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of WW1.  Arrangements for this weekend
didn’t go entirely to plan.  It had been hoped that Amicis would be hosted by members of the Lytham
Choral Society, but it wasn’t to be, so at very short notice hotel accommodation was found for everyone
and all was well in the end.  At the evening concert, both choirs joined to sing the  premiere performance
of ‘Anthems for Doomed Youth’ as well as singing their own pieces.  On the Sunday morning both choirs
sang during the church service.  We then had the opportunity to explore Lytham for a couple of hours
and have some lunch before the journey home. Again, Elizabeth Gammell wrote an excellent account of
the weekend for all members to read.

38th AGM
Thursday 19 May 2016
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Our Summer Concert was held two weeks later on 27th June in Dunton Parish Church. The music was varied
and I think, just right for a summer’s evening with some familiar repertoire pieces including Gershwin,
together with the new Jerome Kern Songbook – greatly enjoyed by the audience. Jane Roper was our guest
violinist enchanting us with four Rumanian Folk Dances by Bartok and a Gershwin medley from Porgy and
Bess.   We were delighted that Trevor was again able to accompany us at this concert. Ronnie and Bill
opened their home for a post-concert party that was enjoyed greatly by all who went, and I’d like to thank
them for their very warm hospitality.  This concert brought our singing year to an end.

Our new choir year started on 3rd September when the new car parking arrangements were tried out for the
first time.  There were a few teething troubles, but so far the system seems to be working well.  After
reviewing the choir’s financial situation, the committee decided that the termly subscription for members
should be reduced from £20 to £15 per term.  There were no objections to this change!  The committee also
decided to add a black waterfall cardigan to the choir uniform to cope with cold venues during the winter.

At the invitation of Barnardo’s, the choir was pleased to take part again in their annual carol concert on 10th
December, this time in Westminster (Catholic) Cathedral.  A party of 50 travelled by coach in the morning to
allow for traffic hold-ups and also enable free time for shopping and lunch.  There was a good audience as
usual, supporting all the children’s choirs performing, and hopefully enjoying our contribution of three songs
too.

Two days later on 12th December, we performed our Christmas concerts at Gamlingay EcoHub.  This was
again a collaboration with Sandy Rotary Club, and we were joined for the afternoon concert by Gamlingay
First School Choir.  They sang some carols on their own, as did we, and then we joined to sing together the
Walt Disney style ‘Away in a Manger’ arranged by Douglas for the two choirs last year.  The first half of the
evening concert was ‘The Infancy of Christ’ – a suite of Christmas music and words telling the story of the
birth of Christ, during which relevant images of old master paintings were projected onto a screen.  Our
President, Brian Mack was in attendance and introduced to the audience just before the beginning of the
second half.  He had recently celebrated a significant birthday, and so was presented with a small gift and a
card signed by all the members. The second half was a selection of some well-known and lesser-known
Christmas carols and music, but well received by an appreciative audience.  Our accompanist was John
Eady, husband of Amici member Jane Roper.   Refreshments were served by the Rotary Club after the
concert.  This concert raised considerable funds for both The Amici Singers and the Rotary Club’s nominated
charity.

Since returning after the Christmas break, we have been rehearsing for both Bryan Shaw’s Memorial Concert
and the forthcoming five day trip to Gibraltar.  On Saturday 30th April we held our all day rehearsal in
preparation for Gibraltar.  Most people were able to attend and the voice-placing exercise seemed to improve
the overall blend of voices.  It was a tiring but productive day.  Last Saturday 39 singers travelled to Pitsford
to sing at Bryan Shaw’s Memorial Concert.  It was a very emotional  occasion ending with the singing of Deep
Peace at Bryan’s grave as the sun set in the distance.  We now look forward to our trip to Gibraltar leaving on
25th May.

And so another year of music-making will soon come to an end with our Summer Concert on 2nd
July. On behalf of the choir I want to thank Douglas for the unending time and effort he puts into all things
Amici  – not just rehearsing us, but writing and arranging countless pieces of music for us to sing.  And as I
said last year, behind every good man there has to be a good woman so my thanks go to Carole for
supporting Douglas and the choir and doing many things behind the scenes over and above what should be
expected.

The job of Amici Chairman is made so much easier by having a very hard-working and enthusiastic
committee behind it, and I am very grateful that I have had such a committee backing me up, not just this
past year but over the last four years that I have been Chairman. I thank you all for your hard work over what
has been a busy and successful year. I don’t really want to single out any one member because you all do a
remarkable job in your own way, but I do want to mention Ronnie White, my vice-chairman to whom I can
turn, and have indeed turned on more than one occasion, for advice, reassurance and support. My thanks go
also to Karen Love for producing and editing ‘AmiciNews’ throughout the year and also for maintaining the
website, a job she is now reluctantly relinquishing.  My final thanks go to all of you, dear Amicis, who make
this choir what it is – hard-working, friendly, and fun.  I hope the next year will be much the same.

Anne Bunker – Chairman
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The Amicis visit Gibraltar: 25-29 May 2016
By Elizabeth Gammell

I hope this account of our trip will bring back some memories for those who went and give those who weren’t
able to go with us a flavour of what we got up to. I know things happened which I missed (particularly Trevor’s
impromptu session in the hotel bar after the concert on Thursday night and the boat trip to see the dolphins)
but for those who did experience them, you will be able to fill in the blanks. To keep this document as small as
possible, I haven’t included photographs, but many were taken and Maggie Vicarage will put a selection on
the Amici FaceBook page.

"Gibraltar! Yes, please...let's go." This was the reaction of the Committee, when Douglas and Carole
suggested, back in early 2015, that a trip to the tiny British Overseas Territory, tucked onto Spain, might be a
possibility. The whole choir enthusiastically embraced the idea and plans were made, for which enormous
thanks go particularly to Carole, Bill and Ronnie.

It was a very popular trip. The choir numbered 37; there were 5 guest singers, Jay Cox, Clare Fleck, Christine
Welham, Brenda Crockford and Barbara Coates. “Loved ones” who came with us were Brian Mack, Bill White,
Robert Brooke, Roger Vicarage, John Eady, Brian Smith, Lawrence Lilley, Pieter Cox, Pip Edwards, Mike Hill,
Bernard Crockford, Paul Middleton, Jack Welham, my husband, Alistair and, of course no trip would now be
the same without the pleasure of the company of Nick, Ollie and Maddie Smithers.

Wednesday 25 May

The classic start to so many an Amici trip - a ride in a Safford's coach. For once, quite civilised timings as the
flight from Heathrow wasn't until midday. There was plenty of time at the airport to have coffee and catch
up with those who'd made their own way to get there. The green uniform made identification very simple,
except occasionally when a random stranger had chosen to also travel in Amici colours - they were probably
highly bemused as to why there were so many in jade… Completely full plane but most of us were sitting in a
block so were able to enjoy each other's company, eat the delicate snack BA thoughtfully provided and doze
until the plane arrived in Gibraltar just after 16.00. The landing was exciting as the runway crosses the road
and is built out into the sea. When we came off the plane it was wonderful to step into warm sunshine and
get a look at Gibraltar's famous Rock, towering above us.

Usual hanging about to get through passport control and baggage reclaim, but after that we had the pleasure
of Douglas (he and Carole had flown out two days earlier) waiting for us, holding up a sign saying "Welcome
Amicis". Carole grouped us into sixes and we queued for minicabs to get to the Eliott hotel.  Much to take in
on the short drive: so many scooters - clearly an efficient way to negotiate the very narrow streets, how
cheap the petrol/diesel was (no vat and low taxes.) How many familiar shops there were in an unfamiliar
setting. How Spanish … Alistair and I went to find the Trafalgar Cemetery - a tranquil oasis where a number of
sailors who had been injured in the famous battle, but later succumbed to their wounds, were buried.
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Arrived at the Eliott hotel, a family-run business. Good first impressions as we queued to check in; friendly,
helpful staff.  Great to unpack, relax and contemplate a free evening. Alistair obtained a map from the hotel
and asked for advice on finding a restaurant. In the end, we found ourselves in Grille53 down in the Ocean
Village. The food was really good, delicious paella. The restaurant, which was almost empty when we arrived
at 19.45, filled up - the Spanish traditionally eat later than we do. It was still beautifully warm as we walked
back.

Thursday 26 May

Slept really well. Down, or more precisely, up, as the hotel's restaurant is on the 8th floor, to breakfast at
07.30. Good choice of things to eat. Then went to the roof terrace to admire the view. With swifts whirling
and calling above us, it was a great spot to start this Journal account of our mini-holiday. Janet and Denise
braved the cold water to try out the rooftop pool. All very relaxing…

   Tore ourselves away from the terrace to meet in the foyer before setting off to the Cathedral. Were
introduced to the Dean, the Revd. John Paddock. He then talked us through the order of service we would be
participating in on Sunday. It was a hilarious session, with frequent bursts of singing as Douglas suggested
items we could contribute (although our rendition of 'Sing Something Simple' didn't make the final selection,
for some reason...) For those, accustomed to the rituals of the Church of England Eucharist, it made
reasonable sense but most of us were very grateful to Trevor for explaining how to cope with the
Responsorial Psalm.

We then had the fun of forming a big scrambled semi-circle to sing the "Alleluia". The acoustics bounced our
voices round the building.  A few unwary visitors to the church listened with some fascination and Pip did a
great job of pressing flyers on them for the concert.

Leaving Trevor to become acquainted with the organ he'd be playing on Sunday, we walked the short
distance to the newly restored King's Chapel - a little gem with fascinating memorial plaques.  We had an a
Capella sing there too.  Free to find lunch, we scattered.  The weather made an al fresco meal delightful and
then there was time for more exploration.
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Back at the Eliott Hotel to prepare for the concert rehearsal. A few of us were tasked with carrying a music
stand to the Convent Ballroom - we were conspicuous enough in our greens, but now we were even more
noticeable and attracted a few cheery comments as we wound our way along the, now-familiar, Main Street.
Waiting outside the Convent building, now the Residence of the Governor of Gibraltar, we were able to watch
the small ceremony of Changing the Guard. The soldier who'd been standing to attention, or occasionally, to
vary the monotony, taking a short march, was joined by another comrade. They faced each other, almost
nose-to-nose, barked out a formulaic set of commands, which seemed to indicate, basically, that everything
was still ok; then they stamped a bit, wheeled smartly and the two of them marched across the road into the
government building.

We were then allowed into the Convent, with a watchful security guard ensuring that a random tourist didn't
slip in disguised as an Amici or 'loved one'. Greatly appreciated the grandeur of the double staircase, the
decorated ceilings and delightful courtyard garden in the centre of the building with orange trees and
bougainvillea. The Ballroom was impressive too; four large chandeliers glinting, massive Royal portraits,
classic gilt chairs with red velvet seats.

Positioning choir and chamber ensemble created a logistical challenge. Instead of the carefully voiced three
rows we'd rehearsed in, we became five rows, with players & Trevor to one side. Once all that was organised
and the enviable "I can't see Douglas!" moments sorted (it was helpful when Carole found a good box for him
to stand on) we began the rehearsal. Two young lads from a nearby Spanish Conservatoire, walked across the
Border, to play 1st & 2nd violin respectively. They joined Jane Roper (Leader) our esteemed President, the
wonderful Brian Mack and Julie Brooke's husband, Robert, doing sterling work again on cello. It was great to
sing through the Quedlinburg Missa Brevis. This work now has so many memories for us, from its first
performance in Quedlinburg through to the most recent one at dear Bryan Shaw's celebratory concert, so it
was good to sing it again under happier conditions, appreciating the complexities and beauty in the piece.
Considering the youth of the two boys, they did really well. Once we'd given the Mass a full rehearsal we
reset the stage, managed to reduce choir into four rows, but at least now spread fully across the space. Went
through some, though not all, of the rest of the programme - Douglas leaving a number of items to trust!
Blissful accompaniment to the Jerome Kern songs - Trevor doing what Trevor does so wonderfully...

Released again, to go and change and have something to eat/drink before the performance at 20.00.

We returned to the hotel so I could don formal uniform and then went back to Jury's on Main Street, which
had been recommended by Julie & Robert. It proved to be a good choice, excellent tapas, delicious but not
excessively filling, there was wifi as well!  This pleasant interlude nicely occupied the time until we were due
at the Convent again.

Choir looked very good in the short sleeved black tops; freedom in scarf deployment was granted so there
were some sticking to the classic "round the neck, through the curtain ring" variant, others opted to drape on
the left shoulder ... Janet tied a very pretty bow and pinned it on her top.
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With only a few minutes before 20.00, the audience was decidedly sparse but then a steady trickle of people
arrived (clearly the Mediterranean relaxed approach) and the gilt chairs looked less empty. Even with
windows opened behind us, and a large electric fan gently rotating in the corner, it was decidedly hot. Our
bodies packed together generated their own heat too.  Undeterred, Douglas introduced the choir and we
were off into the Missa Brevis Pro Urbe Quedlinburg. The small group valiantly followed Douglas; from the
choir's point of view the accompaniment felt very different to the familiar keyboard one, but it was very
special to have the colours of the strings. I always love the cello opening to the Benedictus; now, with a baby
grandson called Benedict, this movement has an extra special meaning for me!

The audience clearly appreciated the Missa Brevis. The Spanish lads received extra applause.  As Douglas
introduced items from "Sing with the Spirit" the choir repositioned themselves, the players left the stage
and we changed gear to sing in a very different style of music. During the spirituals, the heat took its toll of
several choir members who had to either sit down or slip out… The rest of us made it through to "Now let
me fly" with just the odd flap of a music folder to create a bit of extra breeze.

During the interval it was lovely to mingle with the audience. I was really happy to see Cathy and Pam,
friends from Schools Music Association events, who had been very helpful to Carole with arrangements for
the trip. The audience members were great and we had some wonderful questions, including the old
favourite, "What is the significance of the colour of the different scarves?" A cheerful group of youngsters
remembered Douglas because he's adjudicated them at the Gibraltar Festival the previous year and were
looking forward to the conducting workshop on Friday.

The second half of the programme allowed Trevor to work his particular magic with the Jerome Kern medley
and the Gershwin songs: sadly, I have to record that the opening to ‘S'Wonderful’ wasn't quite the precise
entry Amicis are known for, half the choir laughing so much at Douglas taking mock exception to Trevor's
extravagant extemporisation, that they were hardly capable of singing but the audience thought this was
intentional! The folk songs were greatly enjoyed too, particularly by the upper first sopranos once they'd got
past Bar 33.

We gave the small, but very enthusiastic audience, an encore of ‘Can't help lovin' dat man of mine’, my
current favourite from the superb Kern songs. With a hard close looming, we were out of the Convent before
22.00 and returned to the hotel ...tired but happy.

Friday 27 May

Itinerary specified an early breakfast, so we were up in the rooftop bistro in good time. Amicis were
gathering, some looking slightly less bright-eyed and bushy-tailed than others. We sat at a table beside
Trevor and learned that he'd been entertaining those who'd stayed down in the bar after the concert.
Curses! Missed that. Those who'd heard him were still in raptures. Trevor in jazz mode is amazing; we are
SO lucky to have a musician of his rare talents as accompanist and dear friend.

Plenty of coffee and sustaining breakfasts were taken to prepare us for the school workshops ahead of us.

The first of these was at Cathy Batchelor's St Paul's First School, where a delightful collection of children
excitedly filled their hall to await...what? I expect they'd been told that a choir from England was coming to
see them and they were going to have a sort of music lesson.
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Douglas bounded in front of them and  immediately launched into a rapid series of call & response sounds.
The children (& Amicis) soon got the hang of this and beamed with pleasure as they were engaged in the
most entertaining musical games - not realising that they were being taught to follow a conductor, read
music and even compose a simple melody. Wonderful. We sang them ‘Joshua’ and ‘I got a robe’. The time
flew by, all too soon the session was over, they gave us a lovely card (with a picture taken of the session!)
and some Spanish cakes. Anne gracefully reciprocated with an Amici CD and sweet words about the joy of
singing.

   We left the school and headed in search of coffee. The cafe we mostly all patronised probably didn't know
what had hit them, but their takings should have been up significantly.

Then to our second stop, Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School. We were let into a playground where children,
wearing tee shirts in bright primary colours, were expending impressive amounts of energy, considering the
heat they were rushing around in. A sign beside the door declared that animals were not allowed into
 school - but Mel's daughter, Maddie, was able to sneak Bud in undetected (Rosemary had appointed
Maddie as his keeper and he was behaving, for Bud, remarkably well for her!)

We were shown into a gym and seated on very low forms in a semi-circle. An electric keyboard was wheeled
in for Trevor; the school choir entered and sat cross-legged before us. Again the follow-my-leader vocal
games pitched at a harder level for the slightly older children. The Zimbabwean song ‘Soridor’ made
everyone laugh as we tried to get the actions right. Douglas played his "Frustration" game, which always
engages the children and used hand signs to get them singing "As I was going up the stair".  A couple of
children were bold enough to come out and make up their own tunes on three notes and we sang those in
two parts. However, for me, the highlight was a little girl called Anna, who had done very well in the
composing games.  We were singing ‘Joshua’ at the end of the session and Douglas, to Anna's surprise,
called her up again and got her to conduct us: he was helping her but she quickly got the idea and naturally
responded to us and the music - the smile on his face as she did so was a joy to see.

Anne made her CD presentation again and we set off into the midday sun (thinking Noel Coward thoughts)
to have lunch before Workshop number three.

Alistair and I returned to Jury's on Main Street and shared a table with Julie and Robert; very pleasant.

Refreshed, we were ready to visit the third school, close to the hotel. This time we were actually out in the
playground (which had a sun cover, but was still very warm.) Chattering youngsters filed in, sat crossed
legged and gazed expectantly at us. Again, Douglas played games with them and we enjoyed their
enthusiasm.  In the heat we were all feeling quite soporific but the session went well, particularly a
spontaneous chorus of "Happy Birthday" to a little boy who was six - his face as we started to sing and he
realised that it was for him, was a picture.
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Then we had free time until the conducting workshop at GAMPA. We sat in the hotel garden, a very pleasant
place to read, although we had to move once to escape from smokers at next table - there's much more
smoking in Gibraltar than back in England.

Carole took the very sensible decision to book taxis for us all and save us the steepish climb up to 63 Flat
Bastion Road. The Gibraltar Academy of Music and Performing Arts is located in what had once been an
ammunition store, tunneled into the Rock, windowless and brick-lined.

It took a bit of time to assemble us all, but eventually the choir was seated in three rows facing a somewhat
apprehensive group of youngsters who'd come to learn about conducting. Douglas made us sing, ‘I've got
rhythm’ and got us to do it without him - to show how a good choir can manage alone. Then he asked, "What
can/must a conductor add?" Of all the children, only one confessed to ever having tried conducting before.
Douglas explained and demonstrated how conductors should never get in the way of the music and how easy
it is for a conductor to hinder rather than help. This was all fascinating stuff for the choir and back row of
loved ones, as well as his pupils. We sang the first eight bars of the Dunstable ‘Alleluia’. In turn a few brave
youngsters had a go at starting us, showing a crescendo/diminuendo, bringing us off and restarting. Not at all
easy. Their faces were wonderful - enormous concentration, frustration when they couldn't convey what they
wanted to happen and beaming pleasure when something worked. With patient encouragement, Douglas
gave the most positive advice and each child sat down with a feeling of huge achievement, as well as a much
better appreciation of the enormous number of things you have to do simultaneously when you conduct. I
empathised! For a piece of music with a very different feel, we then did the opening of ‘Anthem for Doomed
Youth’. This time, the young  conductors had to show a really strong opening beat and learnt about the
importance of diphthongs (a gentle reminder to the choir as to why Douglas always goes on about them!) So
much to take in, and so much to constantly work on. I empathised!

Right at the end, Douglas asked Brian Mack to say a few words about conductors, from the viewpoint of a
professional musician with a lifetime of experience. Brian absolutely castigated conductors with massive egos
but contrasted them with Douglas, whose trust in his players and singers, whether they are professionals or
amateurs, is quite extraordinary - and thus enables him to create performances of incredibly high standards.
Brian also made a plea for more female conductors, of which I heartily approved.  Cathy Batchelor thanked
everyone and gave us boxes of chocolates.

Before we changed for dinner, we sang ‘Deep Peace’, so Kate could record it, in memory of a young boy who'd
sadly died recently - yet another poignant story to add to so many this Blessing has gathered.
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Most of us were happy to walk back down to Cafe Solo in Casemates Square where our 'dinner en masse'
was being held, but a few opted for a taxi again.

By now, we'd got the hang of Gibraltar's road system and enjoyed the challenge of finding the most direct
way to the restaurant. A long table was reserved for those who had previously indicated they wanted to eat
outside on the Terrace and another inside, for the prudent souls who'd decided not to risk getting cold after
sunset.  Places were taken, drinks ordered. It was a leisurely affair but all we had to do was chat with friends
and relax. The food was very good. A special ending to the meal was caused by a surprise cake and card for
Barbara Green - who was celebrating a 'big' birthday the following day. Of course we sang for her, with the
traditional Amici harmonies.  Back to the Eliott hotel, tired and happy again, after yet another lovely day.

Saturday 28 May

A rarity on an Amici trip. Totally free day! However, most of the party had opted to take a Dolphin Safari and
trip to the Rock, thanks to the efficient organisation of Kate. This wasn't happening until 11.15, thus giving
most people a relaxed start to the day.
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   However, not so for Alistair and me. Ever since he'd heard our destination was to be Gibraltar, my intrepid
husband had researched things we could do on the free day. His Googling and Trip Advisor searches had led
him to plan an ascent of the Mediterranean Steps. I confess my initial reaction to this suggestion was not
awfully favourable. In the days leading up to our departure I was shown YouTube videos depicting the climb
and given fulsome readings about this special opportunity, so slightly reluctantly, agreed to pack walking
boots  - an item of footwear I'd never found necessary before on any of the Amici trips I'd taken in my thirty
years of choir membership.  I consented to try the climb as long as the weather was good and that we started
early to avoid the hottest part of the day.

So, we were in the Bistro for breakfast by 08.00. To start us off with a bit of an advantage, Alistair proposed
taking a taxi to where the steps start, at the Jew's Cave. A very helpful young man at Reception booked this
for us and also said he did the climb once a month. He looked much fitter than us though. The taxi arrived
and the lady driver said it would be a fixed price ride (£13.00.)

When she dropped us off at the entrance, which is in the National Park, she said she'd never done the walk
herself, in tones that implied our reason was probably highly suspect. Looking at the good lady, we decided it
probably wouldn't have really been her 'thing'...not wishing to be unkind. A helpful man doing some watering
told us we had to buy a ticket to go up. Another helpful man, presiding over a small wooden hut we hadn't
noticed, sold us our 50p tickets, produced a small map and said he did the climb in about 45 minutes but we'd
probably take about two hours because we'd want to admire the views and take lots of photos.

At the foot of the steps a stern notice declared the climb to be Hard and not suitable for anyone who suffered
from vertigo.  Up we went. All my original concerns melted. Yes, it was a stiff climb in places, but the steps,
originally built by the army to reach the many gun emplacements set into defensive positions, had been
restored in 2007 and made much safer - including the provision of useful rope handrails on the hardest spots.
Many of the steps were quite steep and it helped to have reasonably long legs.  In some places you walked on
a narrow shale path and the walking boot soles helped give a good grip. But, it really was worth it for the
absolutely stunning views. Breathtaking vistas opened as we climbed and many photos were indeed taken, as
the nice man in the hut had predicted. The gulls called incessantly, circling in the thermals off the Rock. There
were many lovely wild flowers and a few butterflies to appreciate. At one place where we'd paused, my
phone pinged and a text from O2 cheerfully welcomed me to Morocco, I did feel this was unnecessary, but it
showed how close we were to Africa.
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 We reached the top with a sense of considerable achievement. One of the very enjoyable features of the walk
was that we'd pretty well had it to ourselves. A man with a small terrier had set off in front of us and
disappeared, a very fit-looking girl in Lycra overtook us and the only group we'd encountered was a party of
young orientals who suddenly materialised as we were enjoying a view, chattered with great excitement,
then set off in front of us and we didn't see them again. So, we walked along the road that serves the military
installations at the top, going towards the cable car peak. A number of taxis went past, clearly transporting
people from the cruise ships. We didn't hang about in the main area where the apes were disporting
themselves - just snapped a couple of quick photos to prove we'd seen them. Wandered around a bit at the
top where the gondola docks but didn't feel too inclined to linger, we'd had our spectacular views on the
climb and felt we'd 'done' the Rock. Busy tour guides were anxiously shepherding their groups to return via
the cable car. We couldn't see any obvious place to get a ticket and a kinder guide, after we'd been rejected
from one group going down, said there would be room with her people, so we just waited with them. Saw an
ape jump onto the back of a man holding a can of Coke, causing the poor chap considerable alarm, which
wasn't surprising. A guide shrugged and said the apes love Coke! Gondola docked; surly operative asked if we
were with the group, we said, no, expecting to be turned away again but he let us get on and then packed the
cruise passengers in. The woman beside us was clearly terrified and trembled piteously as the car set off, got
more alarmed when it slowed slightly as the car coming up passed us and then jumped visibly on docking at
the bottom - I don't think the experience made her day. We walked out with the rest of the group, who were
carefully reassembled to wait for their transport back to the Cunard Queen Elizabeth (their brief day in
Gibraltar apparently curtailed by an unscheduled stop the ship had made earlier to allow two seriously ill
passengers to be put ashore.) We walked back into the town past the Trafalgar Cemetery and decided to

   return to the hotel for lunch in the garden.

After the exertions of the morning and a delicious salad, we didn't feel awfully inclined to do much with the
afternoon so planned a relaxing time, possibly have a swim, as we'd not done that yet. I took the opportunity
to catch up with the Journal; always better to write it while I can vaguely remember what we'd been doing.

At about 16.00 we got ready for the promised swim, arrived up at the pool - only to find that it was raining!
We'd not properly looked out of the window and just assumed it would still be sunny. However, we were
there so we had our swim anyway, very refreshing, if a tad on the chilly side. Decided to eat in the hotel and
booked a table. Did a bit of pre-packing to make things easier later. Dinner was very good; the views from
the Bistro superb.

Took a walk afterwards. Went past the cathedral and headed for the marina. The vast yachts bobbed gently
at anchor and the new apartments sitting smugly on reclaimed land proclaimed that there are very wealthy
people living in Gibraltar. We walked past the part of the docks where the military and police boats are kept.
The grey bulk of the Royal Navy vessel, Mounts Bay, didn't seem to have much activity on board, but there
were a surprising number of police boats riding at anchor.
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The sun set as we walked in the still, warm air. Particularly enjoyed the impressive Commonwealth Gardens,
skilfully designed and beautifully maintained. To our delight, frogs were singing their nocturnal recital - a real
sign that we were in the Mediterranean. Coming back on Main Street, we encountered Douglas, Carole, Anne,
Rosemary and Brian, so walked to the hotel with them, exchanging views on the day's activities. To bed, sorry
that our Gibraltar adventure was almost at an end, though quite curious as to how the service in the cathedral
would go next day.

 Sunday 29 May

How quickly this trip had gone! At breakfast, everyone was full of what they'd done with their free day.
Facebook posts already recording hilarity on the Dolphin Safari as laughing Amicis were drenched by waves
coming over the boat and also a video of a group singing ‘Our love is here to stay’...underground! People
swapped stories of meals eaten, things seen, with great enthusiasm.

We managed to pack, before going to church, so at least if we were a bit short of time after the service, we'd
be able to organise ourselves. At the cathedral for 09.30. Good to have a re-cap on the items we would be
singing, especially the Psalm, Responses and a few of the entries in the Mass. The congregation gradually filed
in. To the obvious pleasure of the Dean, the Governor, Lieutenant General Ed Davis, attended the service.

The Governor came and introduced himself to us and apologised that official duties had prevented him from
coming to the concert on Thursday; he did seem to enjoy us and even applauded at the end of the Gloria! It
felt very different singing the Mass liturgically but extremely beautiful, as the movements were absorbed into
their 'proper' place in the service.  We encircled the congregation to sing 'Deep Peace' - really hard to stay
together; Douglas did his uttermost, from the middle, to help. The blessing was greatly appreciated and when
we mingled afterwards the compliments flowed. It was a really lovely service and so good to have had the
playing of Trevor most ably assisted by John Eady, who also played the hymns and helped with the
registration of the organ (which had to have everything done manually apparently!)

Back to the Eliott to check out and have some lunch. A fleet of minibuses arrived and transported the party
back to the airport; it seemed no time at all since we’d arrived. The airport was very quiet – at least until we
arrived. Once checked in we were able to visit duty free, grab a coffee and observe what was going on (not a
great deal!) from the outside observation verandah. We saw an EasyJet plane take off and the re-opening of
the road across the runway; we also watched our BA plane land. We did an Amici Flashmob performance of
‘Our love is here to stay’, which enabled us to point at the Rock as we sang the line about “Gibraltar may
crumble…”

Flight home uneventful: exactly the same refreshments. Getting through the passport control in Terminal
Three was tedious (Alistair, as usual, demanded a complaint form…) An unfamiliar Safford’s driver met us and
drove us home.  At the Baldock stop Anne thanked all those who’d done so much to make the trip such a
success before the party split up.

  Home at 21.35…another lovely musical trip, laughter-filled and friendly was over.
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Dear Amicis, That was another wonderful and memorable tour with some truly high quality singing. I
consider that to be the best, consistent high level singing by the Amicis on any of their tours. It was a
privilege to be in front of you and hearing the sounds coming at me. The standing ovation on the
Thursday concert was so well deserved as was the cheers of the children in the school concerts and at
GAMPA at the end of the conducting session. Who will forget the 11 year old Michael's face?

However the most moving experience for me was the Sunday Morning service in the Cathedral with the
Missa Brevis being sung liturgically.  It’s very strange but when I conduct that now – and this applied to
the Thursday concert as well as the service, it never occurred to me that I had written the work. It was
another composer for whom I was trying to do my best. It is difficult for me to put into words. Jane,
Brian and Robert were a great ensemble that added and meant so much. And when you sang

surrounding the congregation I was lifted on to another plane and I  admit that some tears fell.

You would have read Elizabeth’s journal which has become such a tradition now – many thanks
Elizabeth. I have received a number of e-mails and I thought that you would like to read some of the
quotes. I’ve kept them anonymous but the writers will obviously know who they are.

“I enjoyed the concert, loved the school  workshops and greatly appreciated the conducting session.
However, for me, the memory that will always remain will be that of performing the Quedlinburg

  Mass liturgically…But yesterday it took on real meaning as part of the service.  Each movement
  resonated deeply and singing was not a performance, but, for me at least, an act of worship.”

  “Where do I begin? …Everything went so well…we singers and loved ones enjoyed so many wide-
  ranging experiences – everything was superb!”

 “...another splendid Amici tour. The trip boasted all the features I have come to expect.

  “.. Fascinating location, fun and friendship in lovely company, (and just possibly the odd meal or
drink!) all wrapped up in the common purpose and joy of music making”
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“My three trips abroad  with the Amicis (Bruges, Quedlinburg 2015 and Gibraltar) have all been
different yet united with a common theme which I can only sum up as the spirit of Amici… the
opportunity to sing in some wonderful acoustics and beautiful buildings. And this time there was a
first for me, in a cave! There were many musical highlights for me, if I had to choose my top one, I
think it would have to be singing in the Anglican Cathedral on Sunday morning. Another would be
the conducting masterclass… I will never  forget the expression on the last young boy's face
when he got us to colour the word 'die'.  I enjoyed the schools workshops too”

“ All the travel arrangements went to plan - from when I got on the coach…just before 7.00 a.m.,
Until I got off the coach on Sunday evening around 10.00 p.m.  There was the usual camaraderie
that we have come to expect from 'Amicitrips' - always someone to look out for someone else; lots
of fun and laughter.  Then the main reason for going - the music!  I think we are completely spoilt
with the different venues wherever we go (+ the ad hoc ones that get added along the way).  It felt
different to be able to sing the Missa Brevis as part of a service.”

“ I enjoyed every minute of it and wonder how we managed to achieve everything we did. The music,
the friendship, the fun and the weather all made it very memorable…Here's to the next tour! “

The Missa Brevis sung liturgically was indeed a major highlight & as for Deep Peace ... Kleenex was
definitely necessary. By the way, after the service when Amici’s were chatting to the congregation, a
man came up & said how wonderful it had been especially when Amici’s surrounded the
congregation - he'd never seen that before. It made a big impression on everyone there.”

The above are just some comments I’ve picked out; and the dots are where I have omitted personal
comments.  Please forgive me if I have not answered your e-mails.

What was interesting, though I had done the voice placement with you before the trip, because of
space it was not possible to always keep in formation; but there were small pockets that kept the
formation and it did make such a difference. At times I have let this slip in rehearsals so I will pay
more attention to this. It will mean seating changes which I know a few do not like as some seem to
always want to sit next to the same person all the time. What I am seeking first and foremost is
choral compatibility. All the time I am chasing an ideal sound I have in my head –all conductors
should do this whether choral or orchestral. In reality it is impossible to achieve this but one tries.
However in Gibraltar the Amici sound came close to what I want which was  quite incredible. That
has just made me greedy for more experiences like that.

  Very best wishes and thank-you for all your singing, company and friendship –for me it is life at its
very best.

  Douglas
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No Amici trip would be complete without all
your lovely letters so here is a collection.

Happy reading…

"Wonderful, heavenly music achieved through hard dedicated work, companionship, fun, much
laughter, friendship, exciting new experiences & places, eager anticipation for the next trip - happy
happy treasured Amici memories that will last forever -  That's what it means to me to go with The
Amici Singers on tour."

Dear Amici,

I had a wonderful time in Gibraltar and managed to
(drive everyone mad) capture some beautiful images
of the group as we went about our jam packed and
enjoyable itinerary.

The scenery was stunning and the company very
good. Thank you to all the organisers and especially
Anne, Carole, Ronnie and Kate.

Douglas - as always I was amazed at your energy and
patience with all the young people we met (and with
us rowdy lot) :). There were some very beautiful
moments. Sometimes I am blown away at being a
part of the sound we make. Thank you for the music!

And thanks to my fellow travellers for a great time
and stellar company :)

It was a brilliant trip!

Kind Regards.

Hi Anne,

Can you pass on my gratitude and thanks to all the
Amici singers you see tonight, please?  A huge "THANK
YOU"  to each and every one of them for their
friendship, their acceptance of me as a guest singer,
the fun, laughter and also their wonderful singing and
musicianship.  The trip was truly amazing and
memorable in many, many ways.  I am still "buzzing"
from the whole experience.

The music we sang was so moving, particularly the
Mass.  I have played your CD so many times now and
it evokes such emotions.

Special thanks to my "Roomie" Kate for looking out for
me and putting up with me!

In conclusion, I just want to say you are all wonderful -
"Amici by name and Amici by nature" -  thank you for
everything.

With all good wishes,

"Would you please pass on my and my
husband's thanks to everyone for a fabulous
experience.  As an Amici “Virgin” (as I was
referred to by another!), I was a little unsure
as to what we’d be facing, but we both had a
great time.  We both learned so much from
Douglas on Friday night at the Conducting
Workshop, and I thoroughly enjoyed the other
opportunities to sing in such a variety of
places.

We secretly believe that Kate has a slightly
sadistic streak, sending us out to the mercy
of the waves….  Although we were slightly
appeased to hear that she got a soaking
too. Seriously, though – many thanks to her
too,  for organising a couple of great trips
that we probably wouldn’t have even known
about without her…

Thank you to everyone for their work to
make the trip such a success, and to fellow
Amicis for their companionship."
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We had to get our baggies doon.
May 25th was comin’ roon.
To LHR via Potton Toon
Then fly out to Gibraltar

We heard lots of children sing
Each Workshop was a priceless thing

BUT TWO - three - four schools
YOU’RE JOKING!

In one day in Gibraltar

Bud and Maddy, what a pair
A drink of water, and secrets to share

‘What were you saying? Tell us if you dare”
While walking round Gibraltar

Lots of singing, lots of fun.
Up and doon the braes we’d (?RUN)

Till our itinerary was done,
In four days in Gibraltar.

We saw dolphins, monkeys, & went swimming as well
Even though someone nameless fell!

Oh! The stories we will tell
As we recall Gibraltar.

Douglas & Carole “chair, table, woo!”
Working with children, getting through

We’re amazed at all you do -
You showed us in Gibraltar.
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I hope you enjoyed the puzzles and brainteasers in the last
edition. However there was a misprint in the Sudoku puzzle
(in the very first square). I am sorry for any inconvenience or

confusion! But how did you get on with the rest of the
puzzles? Here are the solutions!

1 8 4 3 5 6

7 3 6 1 4 2 9

9 4 5 2

9 7 8

3 6 2 7

4 1 5

2 3 8 9

7 2 9 1 8

3 8 5

Coffee Table Top
Black Board Game

Spring Water Fall
Caster Sugar Cube
Fluffy Cloud Nine
Cake Stand Alone
Black Magic Circle

Grand Final Curtain
Foot Pedal Power
Tall Story Time

MatchWord

LinkWord: Interlude

There were a total of 182 words you
could have found in the last puzzle.

A full list is available on request.

St. Swithun’s Singers present
their annual summer concert on:

Wednesday 6th July at 7.30 p.m.
Parish Church, Sandy

The programme includes popular songs from
the musicals.  Tickets cost £4.00 at the door.

Rehearsal dates for 2016/2017
Autumn Term: 8 Sept - 15 Dec  2016
Spring Term: 5 Jan - 6 Apr 2017
Summer Term: 20 Apr - 29 Jun 2017
Autumn Term: 7 Sept to 14 Dec 2017

Forthcoming events (2016)
Saturday 2nd July:
Summer Concert,
St. Andrew’s Church, Bedford.
Rehearsal 2 - 5 pm*
Concert: 7pm followed by refreshments

* Please bring a packed tea if you wish
to stay after the rehearsal. Tea/coffee
facilities will be provided.

Thursday 1st December †:
Barnardo’s Concert,
Westminster Cathedral, London
Further details to follow

† Please note, our usual weekly rehearsal
will take place on Wednesday 30 November

Saturday 17th December
Annual Christmas Concert
Trinity Methodist Church, Biggleswade
Further details to follow

Forthcoming events (2017)
Saturday 1st July (Provisional)
Annual Summer Concert
Further details to follow

Saturday 16th December
Annual Christmas Concert
Further details for follow

Tour to Republic of Ireland
Further dates and information to follow

Dates for your diary

What’s on nearby?
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“Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com – visit them

and get a new Sudoku every day!”

Book _ _ _ _ Sandwich
Door _ _ _ _ Stool

Dinner _ _ _ _ Boy
Flood _ _ _ _ Post

Money _ _ _ _ Note
Cream _ _ _ _ Sale

Musical _ _ _ _ Paper
Double _ _ _ _ Baked
Halter _ _ _ _ Brace
Horse _ _ _ _ Horn

R I L

T A R

B A G
Using the centre square try to

find as many words as you can,
including the 9-letter place

hidden in the grid.

Minimum word length is 3.

Trackword

These image clips are
all hidden somewhere
within other pictures in
this edition of the
Amici News - But can
you find them?


